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Charles Clinton Pustejovsky III

EXPERIENCE

KyckGlobal, Atlanta, GA — Back-End Developer
NOVEMBER 2020 - PRESENT

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Languages
Go, TypeScript, NodeJS

Established the use of best practices for idiomatic Go and Test Driven Development

Databases

to decrease technical debt of new initiatives using Go.

SQL, DynamoDB,

Helped with refactoring our API from JavaScript to TypeScript and switching from

MongoDB

callbacks to async/await.

Tools

Diagnosed API’s unreliable payment handling and refactored code to

Docker, Git, GitHub, JIRA,

asynchronously handle payments and log in-depth information for further
refactoring and fixes.
Audited DynamoDB database, added global secondary indexes, and refactored

Bitbucket, DataDog,
Kibana, Swagger, VS
Code,

database connections to allow service to scale up to meet new demands.
Wrote and executed a script to upload tax information for payees in our system.
Refactored API to block payments from prohibited countries
Refactored Bulk Payee Upload with correct error handling

DecisionIQ, Atlanta, GA — Front-End Developer, Short-Term Contract
JUNE 2020 - AUGUST 2020

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Estuary
A productivity web
application I’m
rebuilding with React
(TypeScript) and Go.

Helped build component to display hierarchical data as Miller columns which
provided users with a cleaner and clearer UI

Twitter Golang Bot

Rebuilt tables, and forms to better display data and provide user feedback.

Bot written in Go to
automate some of my

BitPay, Atlanta, GA — Content Specialist/ Marketing Developer
APRIL 2017 - APRIL 2020

Created a headless CMS for blog and press on Nuxt.js site which reduced time spent
updating content and distractions for developers
Wrote jQuery script to make marketing’s landing pages comply with GDPR.
Wrote a web scraping script to show marketing best performing blog categories.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts, Major: History | Minor: Classics (2014)
University of Houston - Houston, TX

Planned, researched, and wrote an 80 page undergraduate thesis

Twitter activity

